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Driven by the quest to create superhumans, Dr. Samuel 

Everett developed a serum. But its side effects turned the 

people into aggressive zombies. Chaos spread as the 

infected multiplied. A small group sought a cure, but 

time ran out. The pursuit for greatness unleashed an 

apocalypse, a stark reminder of the dangers of tampering 

with nature's balance.

In the midst of the world ravaged by the zombie 

apocalypse, a ray of hope emerged in the form of an all-

female warrior group known as Gynaika. These fierce 

women banded together, not only to survive the 

relentless onslaught of the undead but also to reclaim 

their shattered world.

Led by their fearless commander, Captain Amelia, 

Gynaika was a force to be reckoned with. Each member 

possessed her own unique set of skills and 

determination, but together, they were an unstoppable 

army. Their resilience, resourcefulness, and unwavering 

spirit set them apart from the chaos that consumed the 

remnants of humanity.

Captain Amelia had witnessed the world collapse around 

her, watching friends and loved ones succumb to the 

relentless hunger of the undead. Determined not to let 

despair consume her, she vowed to fight for a brighter 

future. Gathering a group of like-minded women, she 

formed Gynaika, a sanctuary amidst the chaos.

As Gynaika ventured into the treacherous world outside, 

they encountered various challenges. They faced not only 

the relentless threat of the undead but also rival survivor 

factions, each vying for control and dominance. Yet, 

Gynaika's unwavering commitment to their mission and 

the bond that bound them together allowed them to 

overcome every obstacle in their path.

Word of Gynaika's existence began to spread, reaching 

those desperate for hope. Survivors from all walks of life 

flocked to join their ranks, seeking solace and purpose in 

the face of the apocalypse. Gynaika welcomed them with 

open arms, training them in the art of combat and 

survival, forging a sisterhood that would never be broken.
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Campaign Mode: In this mode, players fight against the 

undead. The objective is to clear 19 dungeons, with each 

subsequent dungeon becoming increasingly difficult. As 

players progress through the dungeons, they will earn 

more powerful and destructive in-game weapons.

PKZ Mode: This mode, known as "Players Kill Zombies," 

involves grouping players together in an arena to battle 

against the undead. To unlock this mode, players need to 

possess GNFT (Gynaika Non-Fungible Token). The more 

undead a player eliminates, the more $Gaka they earn.

PKP Mode: In this mode, players engage in a death match 

within an arena. Players can opt for various team sizes, 

ranging from 1v1 to 5v5 or more. Multiple arenas are 

available for players to choose from. To unlock this mode, 

players need a GNFT, and they are required to stake 

$Gaka. The more players you eliminate the more $Gaka 

you earn. Players will be matched randomly. 95% of the 

staked $Gaka goes to the players and 2% goes to the dev, 

1% will be burnt and 2% goes to staking.

Captain Amelia had witnessed the world collapse around 
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Gaka token is a governance token of the gynaika 

ecosystem. It is a bep-20 token built on the binance 

smart chain (BSC). 

$Gaka can be used to pay for gynaika in-game services 

such as weapons, weapon upgrades, and much more. 

$Gaka play to earn gives a constant demand for $Gaka 

which help to stimulate the growth of its value. 

$Gaka holders rewards.
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